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I  

Abstract 

This thesis is a proof-of-concept project that aims at modify and reuse existing 

communication protocols of wireless vehicle to vehicle communication in order to 

build a prototype of a real time graphical application that runs in an embedded 

environment. The application is a 2D visualization of the flow of material at a quarry 

and is built on top of existing communication protocols that enable wireless vehicle 

to vehicle communication according to the 802.11p standard for intelligent transport 

solutions. These communication protocols have already been used within the Volvo 

group in other research projects, but not in a context of a real-time graphical 2D 

visualization. The application runs on an ALIX embedded motherboard and combined 

with the necessary hardware represent one node that makes the communication 

network. The visualization monitors the position of every active node in the network 

and the flow of material between material locations and crusher that process the 

material at the quarry. 

The visualization is implemented in C/C++ using Qt 4.6.2 Graphics View framework. 

The result of the development enables real-time monitoring of material-flow at a 

quarry using coordinate mapping from GPS to local scene coordinates combined with 

other techniques recognized from game-development. 
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1.2 Background 

This thesis work came out as an extension from a summer work started in 2012 at 

Volvo CE in Eskilstuna. The goal of the thesis is to continue to develop and finalize a 

real- time material management system that is used to visualize inventory levels at a 

quarry. The software-prototype will run in an embedded environment and combined 

with the hardware this represent one node that is part of an independent network. 

The network consists of multiple individual nodes that use a custom implementation 

of the ETSI communication stack, shown in figure 1, for wireless V2V 

intercommunication. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1 - ETSI communication stack [1] 
 

A custom implementation of the software communication stack has already been 

used in other research projects by Volvo Technology in Gothenburg and the aim of 

the thesis is to investigate if it is possible to reuse this technology but in another 

context. The prototype, a graphical application, will be built and implemented in the 

high level applications layer in the communication stack shown in figure 1. 

 
 
The target platform OS is GNU/Linux Ubuntu 10.04 LTS and the language of 

implementation is C/C++. Major frameworks used are Poco for system architecture 

and Qt for the graphics. The hardware that corresponds to each node in the system 
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consists of one ALIX 3D2 – LX800 System Board [2], one Mobilemark ECOM6-5500 

antenna, one MIMO UM-720F screen, one Garmin GPS 18 USB and one USB mouse 

for user interaction with the application. Pictures of the individual components as 

well as a complete hardware setup are found in Appendix A. 

1.2 Purpose 

The thesis work is a proof-of-concept and technology investigation for Volvo 

Construction Equipment. The purpose is to investigate if it is possible to use the same 

hardware and software platform that VTEC in Gothenburg successfully have used in 

other projects, but in another context of use. In this case a real-time graphical 

application. 
 

 
 

1.3 Aim 

The aim of the thesis is to present a working prototype that monitors and visualizes 

inventory management at a quarry in real-time. The main approach is to connect the 

current load in the bucket of a wheel-loader to a geographical position (latitude and 

longitude) at the quarry. From this data a graphical environment shall be rendered 

with a 2D map picture as the foundation of the visualization. In the visualization all 

active wheel-loaders shall be presented together with the current quantity at each 

location where material is stockpiled. 
 

 
 

1.4 Limitations 

The hardware and software architecture of the implementation are predefined since 

the foundation is the same as VTEC have already used in other projects based on 

wireless V2V communication. The operating system used is Ubuntu 10.04 and all the 

implementation is done in C/C++. The given scenario at the quarry is two active 

wheel-loaders since two ALIX boards have been available during the thesis work. 
 

 
 

1.5 Outline 

Chapter two will describe the basics of how a quarry work-site operates and what it 

looks like. It will also present the result of the background research done on the VTEC 

software platform. Chapter three will describe the implementation of the graphical 

prototype that is the result of the thesis. Chapter 4 presents the initial goals and 

whether the outcome of the thesis has satisfied these goals. Chapter 5 is the 

discussion and presents the main challenges during the thesis and how they were 

solved. The last chapter presents suggestions for improvements and  
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recommendations for temporary solutions that must be resolved if this 

implementation should be used for further development. 
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2 Introduction to quarries and the VTEC V2V platform 

This chapter will present a brief introduction to how a quarry work-site operates and 

the preliminary study done on the VTEC V2V software and hardware platform. The 

chapter will also cover why and in what context design-decisions have been taken 

when developing the prototype. 

2.1 Quarry basics and material management today 

Figure 2 shows an aerial photo of a typical quarry in the middle of Sweden and works 

as a work-site-reference for the thesis. The work-site is made up of multiple locations 

where processed material is stored, marked in blue, and also the crusher that is 

marked in red. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 – Typical quarry worksite 
 

The typical workflow at the quarry is where the wheel-loaders both excavate and 

transport the unprocessed excavated material to the crusher. The material will then 

be sorted and re-distributed to smaller temporary piles according to the size of the 

processed material. There are two main types of piles/material locations at the 

quarry, the smaller in connection with the crusher and the larger ones used for long- 

term storage that are spread out across the quarry. The wheel-loaders are 

responsible for transporting the material between different locations and also for 
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loading customer trucks that collect material for purchase. Today the material 

management is limited to only knowing how much material has been processed by 

the crusher. The crusher has sensors that monitor how much material has been 

processed, but this data is not available in real-time and tells nothing about where 

the different types of material are currently located. 

2.2 VTEC V2V software platform 
The VTEC V2V platform is a custom implementation of the ETSI stack (figure 1) that 

was initially developed for the COSMO project [3]. It has since been used in a 

number of other projects by VTEC. It is essentially a full communication stack 

implementation that covers everything from high level graphical applications to 

byte-encoding of data packages that are broadcasted wirelessly over the network. 

“The network” is simply a naming convention for all the active nodes that 

implement the VTEC platform. 

 
When the platform has been used in other projects the foundation always remains 

the same, wireless V2V communication, but then different high-level modules are 

used depending on the specific implementation. The version used for the thesis was 

initially designed for sending traffic light information between RSUs and moving 

vehicles, illustrated in figure 3. 
 

 

 
Figure 3 - Road segment with two RSUs and a vehicle node 

 

The traffic light nodes will broadcast their current state (red, yellow, green) time-to- 

next state and GPS position etc. When the vehicle node receives the traffic light 

information it will calculate, based on the received information and internal data 

such as position and current speed, the optimum speed range in order to match the 

next green light. The speed range is displayed graphically on a speedometer to the 

driver. 

This traffic light implementation of the VTEC V2V platform is only one of many 

different versions and it is this version that is the initial condition for the thesis. The 
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platform will now be utilized for building a real-time graphical visualization and this is 

a new application of usage compared with previous implementations. The only 

existing documentation of the platform is a one page high-level description of what 

components that platform consists of and the hardware used. This documentation is 

found in Appendix B and is the only existing documentation of the entire platform. 

These were the initial conditions when starting the thesis work and the only solution 

to understanding the platform was to trace and interpret system architecture from 

code. The remaining of section 2.2 will present the result of this research and covers 

the architecture and general design of the platform. 

 

Platform is the term used when talking about VTECs V2V software platform, and as it 

states in the high level description ”it’s a custom implementation of the ETSI 

communication stack”. There are two independent processes corresponding to the 

entire implementation of the stack, Framework and Communication Router. 

Framework is a runtime environment that covers the higher levels that correspond to 

Facilities and Applications, while Communication Router covers lower layers 

corresponding to Network & Transport and Access. Figure 4 illustrates, on an 

abstract level, how the stack-implementation is divided between Framework and 

Communication Router. 
 

 
 

Figure 4 - ETSI Communication stack in the context of the platform [4] 
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The two processes communicate via system sockets that send UDP packages over the 

IP protocol on the local host (127.0.0.1) and ports used are 3001 and 3002, this is 

illustrated in Figure 5. 

Framework is designed in a “microkernel” style resembling the Linux kernel, with 

functionality for loading, installing, starting and stopping plugins at runtime, also 

named modules. Framework only handles plugins that are dynamically linked shared 

object libraries ( .so libraries) that inherit the plugin interface and are specified in the 

file named settings.configuration that is located in the /Debug folder. Framework will 

parse and search for modules specified in the settings file when started. The following 

modules are available in this version of the platform. 

 Communication module 

 Cooperative Support module 

 Position module 

 QT GUI support module 

 Vehicle data module 

 COSMO common 

 Map module 

Framework is a multi-threaded process that uses Poco threads [5] as wrapper for 

operating system threads, in this case C/C++ on GNU/Linux and therefore POSIX [6] 

threads. The main thread that is started, when Framework starts, takes care of   

installing and starting each module and in general each module will create and start 

its own independent thread. A short description follows that describes in what 

context each module runs its thread. 
 
 
Communication module - Dedicated to handle the link between Framework and 

Communication Router, sets up a socket in the Transport Layer Adapter (using 

Transport Layer Interface) and also another socket for the Management layer 

adapter. The Management layer adapter utilizes its own UDP socket that 

communicates with Communication router on the local host but on port 4000/1. The 

Management layer adapter is only dedicated to receiving position data, e.g. GPS 

latitude and longitude, from the position module and then forwarding it to 

Communication router. The only message type that is implemented is CAM. 

Communication module forwards CAM messages intercepted from Cooperative 

Support module and will also receive CAM messages from Communication Router. 
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Cooperative Support Module - Sets up and wraps the Simple CAM Sender object as a 

Poco thread. Simple CAM Sender creates and sends CAM packages at a 2 Hz rate to 

the Communication module using the same Transport Layer Interface created in the 

Communication module and is retrieved through the Service Manager object. 
 
 

Position module - As the name implies this module is dedicated to retrieving position 

data and forwarding this data as GPS Position Notifications to any module with a 

registered observer in the scope of Framework. In this implementation two options 

are available to wrap as Poco threads, GPSD and Static Poster Thread object. The 

GPSD object will query the Linux GPSD daemon [7] that listens to a hardware GPS 

device on port 2947 on the local host. For the thesis Garmin GPS 18 USB devices are 

used. Position notifications are posted as soon as the GPSD object gets a GPS fix/lock 

and therefore has no constant post frequency. The other option is the Static poster 

thread object that will simply read the static coordinates specified in 

settings.configuration file and create a “faked” position notification and post it a rate 

of 2 Hz. 

 

QTGUI Support module - The initial design of the module had a GUI-manager object 

wrapped as a Poco thread and utilized components of the graphical framework Qt 

4.6.2. The thread was started and the GUI-manager object would then set up the 

graphical environment and finally start its GUI thread, but having the GUI thread 

nested within another thread is not the correct approach of building graphics when 

using Qt. A major redesign has been done that is described in detail in chapter 3.1. 

Now QTGUI Support module only holds a reference to a new object called VCE GUI 

Manager which separately handles all graphical related code. The VCE GUI Manager 

object is stored in the COSMO Common library which is discussed and illustrated in 

section 3.4 

 

Vehicle Data module - Dedicated module for monitoring internal vehicle data using 

either a Data Poster object that posts faked dummy data or a CAN Reader object 

that works as an interface between the platform and the vehicle CAN bus. Similar to 

GPS Position notifications that the Communication module implements, each 

module in the scope of Framework that wants to receive data from Vehicle Data 

module must inherit the Vehicle Data Observer interface. Once the interface is 

implemented a Vehicle Data Service observer must be registered through the Service 

Manager then the module is configured to receive data being posted from the 

Vehicle Data module. 
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In total there are six Poco threads within the same process, plus the dedicated GUI 

thread that is started from a QApplication [8] object provided by the Qt framework. 

The Service Manager object is available in COSMO Common that is the “helper” 

library that each module will link to. The library contains many static utility functions 

and interfaces that are frequently used over the platform e.g. Service Manager. 

Service Manager is essential for sharing objects within the scope of Framework and 

is a template class designed to keep track of registered services such as Position 

services, Vehicle data service and Map service etc. 

 

Communication router is the other process which makes the implementation of the 

ETSI stack. It is the interface for higher layers to request communication over 

Ethernet based communication mediums e.g. Wi-Fi card using ETSI standard 

messages such as CAM. The communication router communicates with the higher 

layers (Framework) using UDP packages. Framework will also send position updates 

using a dedicated UDP socket for the management layer that is implemented in both 

Framework and Communication Router. Both Framework and Communication router 

are compiled for x86 processors. 

 

The core functionality that the platform provides is wireless V2V communication and 

a straightforward approach to understand an undocumented communication stack is 

to trace the lifecycle of a data package, from creation to its final destination when it 

is physically broadcasted. Also the reverse lifecycle, when first intercepted by the 

Communication Router (lower layers) to when it is decoded as a traffic light 

information struct by the high-level applications in the stack. 
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Figure 5 - Package lifecycle starts in the Simple CAM Sender object 
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3 Implementation 

This chapter will cover development environment configuration, integration of the 

graphical framework Qt on top of the existing platform, translation between GPS 

coordinates to scene coordinates and the VCE GUI manager object that holds all 

graphical related code. 

3.1 Eclipse IDE vs. standalone text editor and compiling using GNU Make 

and qmake for preprocessing 

The decision was made to abandon Eclipse IDE where initially all the modules were 

configured with build and linker rules as individual projects. The reason for this is that 

queued signals and slots [9] that are part of the Qt framework are needed, and in 

order to use this functionality Qt macros must be used and then the qmake [10] 

program must preprocess any header file that use the macros in order to “translate” 

the macros into source and object files using MOC program. The qmake program will   

then link the newly created object files to the final library. Eclipse does not support   

Qt macros and the Makefiles [11] generated by Eclipse must be manually modified in 

either case. The Makefiles used by GNU make are generated by qmake, which in turn 

parse .pro files [10] that contain the name of every source and header file used in the 

final library. Instead of using a complete IDE for the development, the text editor 

Sublime text was used in combination with qmake and GNU make. 

3.2 Integration of Qt in the platform 

QApplication is an essential component of Qt framework and holds the GUI thread 

that by framework restrictions must be started from the main thread that the 

operating system provides for the process, in this case Framework. The VCE GUI 

manager object (will be discussed in detail in section 3.4) utilizes an extended 

QGraphicsView [8] component called VCE Graphics View that it will use as the view 

component that observes and renders the scene. Once the GUI manager object is 

fully prepared it is passed as reference to the QT GUI Support module through an 

altered Plugin interface. Once in the scope of a plugin, in this case QT GUI Support 

module, the GUI manager can take advantage of the full potential of the platform in 

terms of the Service Manager, Vehicle data observers, GPS position notifications 

and CAM message notifications. This is not possible if not within the scope of a 

plugin that is loaded and installed at runtime from the main thread. The initial 

design and use of the QApplication violated these restrictions when the 

QApplication was started from within another thread located in the QT GUI Support 

module. 
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3.3 WGS84 GPS position to scene coordinates 

One of the initial requirements for the prototype state that the quarry information 

shall be displayed on a map picture. A design decision for the prototype regarding 

whether to use an existing map service such as Open Street Map; or simply a static 

picture had to be made. In the traffic light implementation Open street map had 

been used to get detailed information about road segments. Volvo CE in Eskilstuna 

has its own test facility located close to its factory and for testing purposes the map-

picture should cover this location. Figure 6 shows this location using Open Street 

Map and as one can see it does not provide relevant information about locations 

that are not connected to the main traffic grid. The other option is using aerial 

photos of the desired locations and Eniro [12] map service is perfectly suited for 

this. Figure 7 shows the same location as in figure 6, and from this information the 

obvious choice is the static aerial photo. Open street map focuses exclusively on 

traffic grid information. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6 - Open Street map Figure 7 - Eniro aerial photo 
 
 

The Qt framework provides one essential component for building 2D graphics, the 

QGraphicsScene [8]. Figure 8 illustrates the graphics scene as an empty virtual 

rectangle where graphical components can be inserted and a lot of other 

functionality is predefined such as collision detection between objects in the scene. 

The static image over the test facility is used as a bitmap object and is basically the 

background picture to the graphics scene and the graphics scene works with three 

local coordinate systems called local item coordinates, scene coordinates and 

device/view coordinates. The graphics-scene along with the three different 

coordinate systems is illustrated in figure 8. 
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Figure 8 - Graphics scene and coordinate systems 
 

None of the named coordinate systems have any connection to GPS coordinates so a 

solution to connect GPS coordinates to scene coordinates must be defined. A distance 

calculation function does already exist in Communication router where the absolute 

distance in meters is returned from two given GPS positions. 

 
Eniro provides a service where one can draw lines of a desired distance in the map 

and using the knowledge of a known distance in the picture together with the 

distance calculation function found in the Communication router, the mapping 

problem can be solved. The next step is to determine a point of reference in the 

scene where both scene coordinates and GPS coordinates are known. The crusher 

position works as a valid point of reference. Its GPS coordinates are 59.40554, 

16.42940 and the corresponding scene coordinates are 305 along the x axis and 233 

along the y axis. Using the distance calculation function every desired point in the 

scene has a known distance in meters from the point of reference and can be 

expressed in relation to this point. But an object in the scene is defined in terms of 

its x and y distance from the scene origin that is located at top left corner of the 

bitmap. The absolute distance vector V must therefore be projected onto the x and y-

axis in order to determine its components along these two direction vectors. Figure 9 

illustrates this. Once the individual x and y components of the distance vector are 

known, the problem is solved and every point in the picture expressed in scene 

coordinates can be mapped to a GPS position. 
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Figure 9 - Distance vector V with its x and y components 
 

3.4 VCE GUI Manager 

The VCE GUI manager is the backbone for the entire visualization and handles all 

graphical related code. Figure 10 shows how the GUI manager cooperates together 

with the QT GUI Support module in order to get data input from other modules in the 

platform. 

 
Since the COSMO common library is already included and available to all modules 

including the main thread, the GUI manager is located here and the QT GUI Support 

module only holds a reference to it. Another benefit of letting the QT GUI Support 

module control the GUI manager through a reference is that the runlevel architecture 

that Framework utilizes when installing and starting all the plugins can easily be 

extended to the GUI manager. From the main function of Framework, the Poco 

ClassLoader [4] object is used to load C++ classes from shared libraries at runtime. 

Once loaded, the libraries will be visible in the observer scope that lets every plugin 

that registers itself receive observer notifications e.g. vehicle data, position and CAM 

message notifications. This is illustrated in figure 10. 
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Figure 10 - QT GUI Support module holds a reference to VCE GUI manager 
 

Runlevels is an elegant design when working on system architecture level since it 

enables every plugin to separate code that needs to be executed at different time at 

runtime. The main thread will load, install and start each plugin using runlevel one 

to six. A brief code example shows how the runlevels are implemented in the main 

function in Framework. 

frameworkLogger->information( "----**** RUNLEVEL 1 ****----" ); 
installPlugins( RUNLEVEL1, &context ); 
startPlugins(RUNLEVEL1, &context); 

 
frameworkLogger->information( "----**** RUNLEVEL 2 ****----" ); 
installPlugins( RUNLEVEL2, &context ); 
startPlugins( RUNLEVEL2, &context ); 

 
frameworkLogger->information( "----**** RUNLEVEL 3 ****----" ); 
installPlugins( RUNLEVEL3, &context ); 
startPlugins( RUNLEVEL3, &context ); 

 

The QT GUI Support module will forward runlevel two and five for installation to the 

GUI manager, which will initialize the necessary functionality for the visualization at 

the given runlevel. Runlevel five is used when starting the visualization. The 

remaining of section 3.4 will present the functionality in detail at each runlevel. 

Runlevel two, installation: 

Framework will parse the settings.properties file and search for the mapName setting 

and use this parameter to extract information about the name, current scale and 

view measurements of the image. To facilitate the extraction the setting-string is 

formatted according to a naming standard as follows: 

 
 

mapName = [name]_[scale]_[width]_[height].jpg 
E.g. mapName = folkesta_100_800_480.jpg 
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The Qt framework specific functionality “signals and slots” is configured at this 

runlevel and the connections between VCE GUI manager and the VCE Graphics view 

are set. This functionality is defined in the official Qt documentation as following: 

“Signals and slots are loosely coupled: A class which emits a signal neither knows nor 

cares which slots receive the signal. Qt's signals and slots mechanism ensures that if 

you connect a signal to a slot, the slot will be called with the signal's parameters at the 

right time. Signals and slots can take any number of arguments of any type. They are 

completely type safe.” [9] 
 
 
The signals connected from the GUI manager to Graphics View are: addItemToScene, 

removeItem, updatePosition, updateSimpleText, updateBrush, setSize and 

removeItem. 

As described in section 2.2, “the network” is simply a naming convention for all the 

active nodes that implement the VTEC platform and the visualization will display all 

active nodes on the map. In order to distinguish the node that represents you, a 

naming convention called Ego is used. Each node will be graphically represented on 

screen with a WLOGraphicsItem, shown in figure 11, together with a unique node id 

specified in the settings file. The Ego Object is initialized at this runlevel and has its 

node-id colored in green in comparison to all other friend nodes which have their 

node-id colored in red. 
 

 
 

Figure 11 – WLOGraphicsItem, Ego 
 

The ego will also be assigned a resting state as its starting state; states will be 

discussed in detail in section 3.7 and are an essential component of the 

visualization. Load and Unload buttons are initialized and a textbox object for 

specifying the amount of material to unload/load. The Color-scale component and a 

QTimer [8] that triggers a cleanupFriends function once every 2.5 second are also 

initialized. As soon as a node comes within broadcast range the visualization will 

display it on the map and insert the new friend-node in a std::map together with its 

node id. Each data package received as a Cooperative Support Message is also time 

stamped and cleanupFriends will check the timestamp of all registered friend nodes 

to check if their timestamp is older than four seconds. If true, the node is considered 

to have left the broadcast area and is removed from the scene. All graphical 

components will be discussed in detail in section 3.6. 
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Runlevel 5, installation: 

A QTimer object is used as the scene timer and is connected to the checkCollision 

function and is fired once every 100 millisecond. The collision detection utilizes a 

predefined Qt function call (QGraphicsScene->collidesWithItem [8]) to ask if the ego 

object is currently colliding with any other QGraphicsItem [8] in the scene. If a  

collision is found the object will be assigned a Colliding state and the second function 

runCANAlgorithm is called to determine if an Unload or Load event has occurred. 

RunCANAlgorithm can be overridden by the load and unload buttons to manually 

trigger load or unload events. The function returns the corresponding state back to the 

collision detection which updates both the ego and the currently colliding object. 

Figure 12 illustrates the collision detection in a flowchart format. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 - Collision detection flowchart 

 
 

Runlevel 5, start: 

Once the installation is completed runlevel five is used to start the visualization. The 

GUI manager will call parseXML function which, as the name implies, will parse an 

XML file containing definitions of all the MaterialLocation and Crusher objects that 

defines the worksite. These objects virtually represent the worksite on screen and the 

XML file validates to the following DTD. 

<!ELEMENT worksite (MaterialLocations,Loaders,Crushers)> 
<!ELEMENT MaterialLocations (materialLocation*)> 
<!ELEMENT materialLocation (shapeType,color,position,quantity, 

radius,thresholdDump, thresholdLoad, materialType, connectedToCrusher)> 
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<!ELEMENT shapeType (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT color (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT position (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT quantity (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT radius (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT thresholdDump (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT thresholdLoad (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT materialType (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT connectedToCrusher (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Crushers (crusher*)> 
<!ELEMENT crusher (position, radius, thresholdDump)> 

 
<!ATTLIST materialLocation name CDATA> 
<!ATTLIST crusher name CDATA> 

 

 
 

This was the initial design of the DTD but now the following elements are obsolete: 

color, thresholdDump (materialLocation) and thresholdLoad. ThresholdDump in the 

crusher element is interpreted as the rate of consumption in tons per hour. For each 

element in the XML a corresponding graphical item will be initialized and stored in 

either the material location map or the crusher map, where the name of the element 

is used as the key. The following code snippet shows the two maps. 

std::map<std::string, MaterialLocation> _materialLocationMap; 
std::map<std::string, Crusher> _crusherMap; 

 

These are the containers that the GUI manager holds and iterates through in the 

collision detection loop. Once the worksite XML documented is parsed, 

InitializeWorksite function is called to create the graphical representations on screen 

of the virtual objects defined earlier in the parseXML function call. 

3.5 XML parser vs. database solution 

The operating system used is Ubuntu 10.04 LTS and the ALIX embedded motherboard 

hardware uses a compact flash card to store the OS and all other data. Compact flash 

cards sectors have a limited number of write cycles and to prolong the lifetime of the 

card and minimize the number of write operations to the card the OS is configured as 

a stacked file system. A stacked file system mounts the system disk partition in read- 

only mode and all changes that are made during a SSH session are temporarily stored 

in the RAM. The temporary file system and all other running applications share RAM, 

so copying large files or ineffective memory programming will soon result in memory 

issues. 
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In the background of the temporary file system approach the decision was made to 

use XML files together with an existing XML parser versus a database solution since 

database operations will consume the compact flash card at a faster rate. If a 

database solution is used then every load or unload event in the visualization requires 

a database query which also is RAM consuming, comparing to an XML file that is 

parsed once at startup and modified once at shutdown. 

 
The Rapid XML [13] parser is used since it is stable, fast and well suited to embedded 

projects. The entire library is implemented in one header file so it is just a matter of 

adding the header file to the .pro file and the integration is complete. 

3.6 Graphical representation of virtual objects 

Material locations on the quarry are visually represented as glyphs that are size, 

shape and color-coded for fast intuitive visual feedback about the distribution of 

material. This section will describe Material locations and each graphical component 

“living” in the scene. 

Color-scale 

The color-scale is a custom-made component that uses linear gradients which gives 

the user a reference to the color state of material locations. The range is divided in 

three sections where green tone represents close to 0 tons, blue tone is 

approximately 150 tons and everything above 300 tons is color coded as pink. The 

Color-scale component is shown in figure 13. 
 

 
 

Figure 13 - Color-scale component 
 

The selection of these three intervals is motivated by color blindness statistics [14]   

that indicate that red-green colorblindness, which corresponds to mid-high frequency 

range of the color spectra, is approximately 7-10% among men and 0.4% among 

women. To minimize the risk of anyone not being able to perceive correct color 

information the lower frequencies 380-550 nm are used as shown in figure 14. 
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Ego and Friends 

Figure 14 - Spectrum of perceived light 

As discussed in section 3.4, Ego is a naming convention used to distinguish the node 

that represents you from the rest of the friend nodes in the network. This concept is 

also applied graphically where the Ego node has its node id colored in green and all 

friend nodes are colored in red as shown in figure 15. 
 

 
 

Figure 15 - Ego and Friend, same node id when the receiveEgo setting is set to true 
 

Each node id in the scene is always unique except for the case when the receiveEgo 

setting is set to true. This setting will mirror back every CAM message sent out from 

the Communication module back to Framework and post it as an external incoming 

CAM message which then has the same node id, friend colored as red, as the Ego 

because the Ego itself posted the message. Using the receiveEgo setting is extremely 

useful when debugging as it mirror back the posted CAM message which then is 

received as an incoming external package but in fact is simulated from the same 

node. If the “override position” setting is enabled the Ego object will be movable 

using the mouse cursor and the GUI Manager will not subscribe to position 

notifications. Another setting that will affect the Ego object is position.source. In this 

implementation of the platform two options are available, GPSD daemon or a static 

latitude and longitude position specified in the properties file. 

The wheel-loader model is an extension of the predefined Qt component called 

QGraphicsItem, and is constructed by simply combining multiple QRectF [8] 

components and defining a new bounding rectangle for the resulting object. The class 

structure and inheritance relationship between QGraphicsItem, WLOGraphicsItem 

and WLOGraphicsItemFriend is illustrated in UML notation in figure 16. A 

WLOGraphicsItem is used to represent the Ego and WLOGraphicsItemFriend is used 

for all incoming friend nodes, both have a data member called _currentState that is 

the key in order to alter and transfer material between objects in the scene. 
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Figure 16 - WLOGraphicsItem and WLOGraphicsItemFriend objects are both derived from 
QGraphicsItem 

 

Material locations 

A main objective of this graphical prototype is to connect a specific material type to a 

GPS position and visualize this on a map picture. A straightforward approach is to use 

2D glyphs that are shape, color and size coded. There are two types of shapes used for 

the material locations, circular and square. The circular ones represent “temporary” 

storage locations such as ones connected to the crusher where the amount should be 

kept ≤ 50 tons. Squared shaped glyphs represent permanent storage locations where 

the amount generally is ≥ 50 tons. There are two text information objects placed 

around each glyph, the central position shows the amount (ton) of material currently 

at the location. The second text information is located in the bottom-left corner of 

the object and displays what type of material that is currently stored. In figure 17 both 

shape types are marked in the map. 
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Figure 17 - Both types of material locations are marked together with the crusher object 
 

The crusher object is also represented with a circular shape but is only color coded 

based on the current amount of material in the crusher feeder. The current amount is 

displayed in the center of the object and the name in bottom-left corner. Figure 

17 shows the crusher at the test facility of Volvo CE in Eskilstuna. 
 
Load, Unload and quantity textbox 

When the demoMode setting is set to true the Load, Unload and Quantity textbox 

component will be available and enable the user to use the mouse cursor to manually 

trigger load and unload events with the default value of five. If a keyboard is plugged 

in the load/unload amount that is set to the event can be specified manually. Using 

the load/unload buttons the user will override runCANAlgorithm function and set the 

manualState variable as described during installation at runlevel five in section 3.4. 

The buttons and textbox are lined up in the top-right corner of the window, shown in 

figure 17. 
 
 
Time-to-available crusher component 

Based on the QTimer object, this component indicates when the crusher will be 

available for a new round of material unloading. The digits are marked in green when 

the time- estimation reaches zero and the crusher is available. While the crusher is 

processing material and is unavailable the digits are colored in a cyan tone. The 

component is 
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placed in the bottom-right corner of the window and figure 17 shows the component 

when it has remaining time and thus is cyan colored. Figure 18 shows the component 

green colored, indicating that the crusher is available to receive material. A detailed 

description of the time-estimation calculation is discussed in section 3.9. 
 

 
 

Figure 18 - Time-to-available crusher component change color from cyan to green when the 
crusher is available to unload material 

 
 

 
3.7 State-driven visualization 

The core functionality of the material visualization is based on a state pattern 

approach for all graphical objects: Ego, friends, material locations and the crusher. All 

these graphical components have an internal state that is set accordingly from the 

collision detection loop depending on how the object interacts with the rest of the 

scene. There are four states available. 

 Resting 

 Colliding 

 Loaded 

 Unloaded 

Figure 19 illustrates in UML notation how the different sub-states are derived from 

the base class called State.
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Figure 19 - State base class relationship 
 

State is the name of the abstract base class that outlines the fundamental properties 

and virtual functions that the derived subclasses will inherit and implement. When 

runCANAlgorithm function returns a resulting state the Ego and currently colliding 

object will both update and refresh with this state which alters their properties and 

visual appearance. The enum variable _manualState is of ReturnState type and is defined as 

following. It is utilized if the user wants to override the result from runCANAlgorithm function. 

enum ReturnState{ 
UNCHANGED = 0, 
LOADED = 1, 
UNLOADED = 2, 
RESTING = 3}; 

 

 

The load and unload buttons will override and set _manualState, which control the 

outcome of runCANAlgorithm and by that overriding the resulting state for both 

objects. Crusher and MaterialLocation are subclasses derived from base class 

MasterGraphicItem as illustrated in figure 20. They all implement the 

refreshFromState function which will update the object using its internal state. All 

objects derived from MasterGraphicItem inherit a data member called _currentState 

which is constantly updated and used by the refreshFromState function. 
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Figure 20 - MasterGraphicItem inheritance relationship 
 

3.8 Positioning of external “friend” nodes in the GUI Manager 

In a standard implementation the Qt framework suggests an approach using a 

QTimer and connect it to the advance slot of the scene. All the QGraphicsItems, both 

derived and custom implementations, will then run its advance slot and through this 

function get/calculate a new position. But this is a special context since Framework 

handles all positioning using GPS Position Notifications sent out by the Position 

module for internal positioning and CAM messages for position updates on external 

objects. Hence the objects in the scene are not updating their position at a constant 

rate as it would in for example a normal game context, but only when an object 

receives information about position updates. 
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As mentioned in the beginning of section 3.4 the GUI manager will receive CAM 

notifications, posted by Cooperative Support module, implicitly through the QT GUI 

Support module using registered observers. A CAM message includes the node id and 

GPS coordinates of the sender-node and the GUI manager first receives the message 

through the updateFriendsPosition function. This function will allocate memory for a 

new WLOGraphicsItem object and search _friendList which is a std::map with the 

node id as the key and pointer to WLOGraphicsFriend object as second element. 

std::map<unsigned long long, WLOGraphicsItemFriend*> _friendList 
 
If the node id is not found the new element is inserted in the map and placed in the 

scene, otherwise the allocated memory is freed and the already existing node get its 

new position on the map. The following code snippet illustrates the algorithm when 

updating the position of friends. 

 
 
void VCEGUIManager::updateFriendsPosition(CAMMessage &camm) 
{ 

WLOGraphicsItemFriend *temp = new 
WLOGraphicsItemFriend(intToString(camm.nodeId), _mTopx); 
… 
… 
std::map<id, WLOGraphicsItemFriend*>::iterator result = 
_friendList.find(camm.nodeId); 

 
if( result == _friendList.end() ) // new node 

// insert new node in _friendList map and insert in 
// the scene 

 
else // existing node 
{ 

// free allocated memory 
delete temp; 

 

// update the _lastTimeAlive timestamp of the node 
// and update its position in the scene 

} 
} 
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3.9 Time to available crusher calculation 

Every crusher object defined in the worksite xml has a property named 

thresholdDump that was originally thought to be a time-threshold but is now 

interpreted as the rate of consumption of the crusher. Default process-capacity is 350 

tons per hour and the maximum volume of a crusher is set to 45 tons. The maximum 

bucket-load of a wheel loader is defined as 15 tons and therefore the crusher is 

defined to be ready for unloading when its current amount is below 30 tons. These 

values are only fictional but work in order to demonstrate the functionality. 

Figure 21 shows the graphical time-estimation of how much time remains until 

crusher is ready for unloading. 
 

 
 

Figure 21 - Remaining time to available crusher 
 

The refreshFromState function of the crusher will utilize a QTimer object to trigger 

he updateMaterialLocations slot/function. Once _crusherTimer times out, once every 

1000 ms, the connected slot gets called. UpdateMaterialLocations will then distribute 

current material in the crusher to all the material locations that are stored in its 

_connectedMaterialLocations map; the distribution is uniform over all entries in the 

map. The following code snippet from refreshFromState demonstrates how the timer 

is used to start and stop the distribution function updateMaterialLocations. 

void Crusher::refreshFromState() 
{ 

…. 
if( !_connectedMaterialLocations.empty() ) 
{ 

if( quantity > 0 && ! _crusherTimer->isActive() ) 
_crusherTimer->start(1000); 

else if( quantity == 0 ) 
_crusherTimer->stop(); 

} 
…. 

} 
 

When the crusher object is initialized at startup in the initializeWorksite function the 

_crushertimer of the crusher is connected to the updateCrusher slot of the GUI 

manager, the following code snippet demonstrates how. 
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void VCEGUIManager::initializeWorksite() 
{ 

… 
QObject::connect(i->second._crusherimer, SIGNAL(timeout()), this, 

SLOT(updateCrusher())); 
… 

} 
 

Inside the updateMaterialLocations function the Crusher will utilize its 

_updateMaterialState, which is an Unloaded State pointer, to manually create an 

unloaded event for every material location stored in _connectedMaterialLocations 

map. The code snippet that follows shows how it is implemented. 

void Crusher::updateMaterialLocations() 
{ 

… 
// uniform distribution 
_updateMaterialState->quantiy = rateOfConsume / 

_connectedMaterialLocations.size(); 
… 

quantity -= rateOfConsume; 
for( std::map<std::string, MaterialLocation*>::iterator 
i=_connectedMaterialLocations.begin(); i != 
_connectedMaterialLocations.end(); i++ ) 
{ 

i->second->setState( _updateMaterialState ); i->second-
>refreshFromState(); 

} 
… 

} 
 

Another major task of the GUI manager is to intercept and handle incoming unloaded 

events to the crusher from external nodes within the network. The second function 

that handleCAMMessage will call after updateFriendsPosition is 

updateMaterialLocationsFromExternal. This function will extract the trafficLightInfo 

struct from the CAM and decode it to usable worksite information. The following 

code-snippet shows how handleCAMMessage is implemented and processes a CAM. 

void VCEGUIManager::handleCAMMessage(const 
Poco::AutoPtr<CAMMessageNotification> &ptr) 

{ 
updateFriendsPosition(ptr->camMessage); 
updateMaterialLocationsFromExternal( 

ptr->camMessage.trafficLightInfo ); 
} 

 

 

The translation code used in updateMaterialLocationsFromExternal is discussed in 

section 3.12. The enum TrafficLightState is used to determine what type of event that 

is incoming. TLSTATE_YELLOW is of special importance since it indicates that a 

crusher unload event is incoming.
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enum TrafficLightState{ 
TLSTATE_GREEN = 1, 
TLSTATE_YELLOW = 2, 
TLSTATE_RED = 3, 
TLSTATE_RED_YELLOW = 4, 
TLSTATE_UNKNOWN = 5, 

} 
 

Because crusher unload events must take time-difference into consideration, there 

are two possibilities the algorithm must cover. If the unload event is happening now, 

within a margin of one second delay, or if the event already has happened. Since it is 

wireless V2V communication there is a possibility that one node is broadcasting 

events that other nodes cannot intercept due to being out of broadcast range 

problems etc. This is simulated and tested in office simply by starting one node and 

triggering events before starting the other one which will then receive events whose 

timestamp indicates that the event already has occurred. The first straightforward 

possibility to handle is when the event is happening now and the traffic light info 

struct will simply be sent to decodeTrafficLightStructAndUpdateWorksite function at 

the receiving node. This function creates an unload event and deploys it to the 

crusher in a standard procedure as follows. 

_unloadedState->_quantity = tli.heading; itC-
>second.setState( _unloadedState ); itC-
>second.refreshFromState(); 
extractAndUpdateFromGraphicItem( itC->second ); 

 
The other possibility is when the event has already happened, then the algorithm 

must reconstruct the current quantity of the crusher at the sending node in order to 

create and set an corresponding unload event at the receiving node which in turn 

will show the same time estimation at both nodes. This reconstruction is crucial or 

else different nodes within the network will show different times of when the 

crusher is available and the algorithm would be worthless. Figure 22 illustrates the 

case when the receiving node will intercept crusher unload event that has already 

occurred. 
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Figure 22 - Sender and receiver crusher quantity and the point of contact from where the crusher 
quantity must be reconstructed 

Figure 22 illustrates the case when one node is out of broadcast-range and intercepts 

the outgoing package at a later time. Using Poco timestamps [4] and comparing “now” 

at the local node against the timestamp of the incoming package the algorithm can 

calculate the time-difference and reconstruct the current quantity of the external 

crusher using equation 1. 

 

                                                (∑   

 

 

)       

Equation 1 – “Already-processed-material” 
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In the current demonstration setup the unload quantity is hardcoded to five tons, 

hence k is set to five.    is the difference between the timestamp of the first crusher 

unload event    and “now” at the local node. In the given equations the data package 

contains n number of crusher unload events. The rate of consumption is, by default, 

set to 350 tons per hour but this property is easily changed in the xml file when 

defining the crusher object. The reconstructed quantity at an external node which 

intercepts the data package is expressed in equation 1. 
 
The main idea behind the algorithm is to calculate the total quantity that has already 

been processed and immediately must be distributed to its connected material 

locations, and how much remains to create a “normal” unload event at the crusher. 

The following code snippet shows part of the algorithm implemented in the GUI 

manager. 

void VCEGUIManager::reconstructAndUpdateCrusher() 
{ 

… 
// sum the quantity of all incoming crusher unload events 
for( std::map<unigned short, TrafficLigntInfo::iterator itT = 

_crusherReconstructMap.begin(); itT!= 
_crusherReconstructMap.end(); ++itT ) 

sum += itT->second.heading; 

 
// “Now” at the receiving node 
Poco::Timestamp now; 

 
// first unload event from sending node 
std::map<unsigned short, TrafficLightInfo>::iterator firstEvent = 
_crusherReconstructmap.begin(); 

 
// calculate time difference 
unsigned short deltaTime = 
timestampToNormalizedInt(now.epochMicroSeconds()) - firstEvent- 
>second.nextYellow; 

 
// calculate consumed material 
std::map<std::string, Crusher>::iterator c = _crusherMap.begin(); 
double processedMaterial = deltaTime * c->second.rateOfConsume; 

 
// instantly uniformly distribute the already consumed 
// material to connected material locations 
_unloadedState->_quantity = processedMaterial/ c- 
>second._connectedMaterialLocations.size(); 
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for( std::map<std::string, MaterialLocation*>::iterator itM = crusher-
>second._connectedMaterialLocations.begin(); itM 
!= crusher->second._connectedMaterialLocations.end(); 
++itM ) 

itM->second->setState( _unloadedState ); 
… 

 

// set remaining material to crusher 
_unloadedState->_quantity = sum - processedMaterial; c-
>setState( _unloadedState ); 
… 

} 
 

This algorithms works and performs as it should, but is not flawless because it makes 

the assumption that the crusher constantly is processing material and never reaches 

zero quantity level and has to wait for the next unload event. Section 5.1 presents the 

theory of how to improve the algorithm. 

3.10 PPI and GUI design 

PPI stands for points per inch and is a measurement of pixel density of the screen at a 

given resolution. The PPI is simply the ratio of pixels per inch and since most screens 

diagonal measurements are given in inches, one simple divides the pixel distance with 

the corresponding distance in inches as in equation 2. Different screen with different 

resolution will generate a different PPI and this is exactly the scenario when 

developing the prototype on a development environment screen versus target 

environment screen. 

    
  

  

 

Equation 2 – PPI calculation 
 

                      

                      
 
Since the screen size is never expressed in diagonal terms, but in width and height, 

the Pythagorean Theorem is used to calculate the diagonal pixel distance. If some 

other screen measurement is given in inches it works equally fine to use as long as 

the corresponding pixel distance is known. 

   √  
    

  

Equation 3 – Pythagorean Theorem used for PPI calculation 
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The development is done on a 19 inch screen and the target screen is a 7 inch low 

resolution MIMO screen and graphical objects defined in pixels will get affected by 

this difference. 

 
 

The PPI must be taken into consideration in the algorithm that maps GPS to scene 

coordinates since the mapping is based on the number of pixels needed the cover a 

known distance in meters. Figure 23 illustrates the PPI problem when defining objects 

in pixels and the screen resolution differs. 
 

 
 

Figure 23 - Same object with different pixel resolution [15] 
 

PPI for all the screens involved in the development. 

Mimo 720F 7 inch at 800 x 480: 133.2857 

Dell 14 inch laptop at 1280 x 800: 107.0491 

Dell 19 inch screen at 1280 x 1024: 86.2736 

3.11 HSV color space rather than RGB 

The choosing of color range has already been discussed in section 3.6 but a proper 

color space must also be decided. The widely known standard is the RGB system but in 

this implementation HSV color space is used since it is a straightforward system if you 

want to represent color tone given a specific range in the hue model shown in figure 

24. The mid-low frequency range can easily be mapped to a corresponding hue range 

of 120-300. The RGB color system is not straightforward in this sense since a desired 

color tone must be expressed in terms of all three color components and then alpha 

blending must be taken into account.  As a result HSV color space is the obvious choice 

for this visualization. 
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Figure 24 - HSV hue map defined in Qt component QColor [16] 
 

3.12 Translator-pattern to map Traffic light struct to worksite information 

As described in section 2.2 the initial design and purpose of this implementation of 

the platform was to send traffic light information between static road-side units e.g. 

traffic lights and moving nodes e.g. public transportation busses. This thesis is a 

proof-of-concept and technology investigation to examine if and how it is possible 

to use this existing infrastructure to create a real-time material visualization based 

on the same communication protocol. So instead of start building components from 

scratch the translator design pattern is applied as far as possible. The main idea 

behind the translator approach is to design components that process given data 

that is not suited for the context and translate it to valid data. A perfect example of 

this approach is when coding/decoding the TrafficLightInfo struct to worksite 

information. The following code snippet shows how the encoding is implemented in 

the encodeToTrafficLightStruct  function. 

template<class T> 
void VCEGUIManager::encodeToTrafficLightStruct(const MasterGraphicItem ms, const T 

trafficlightState) 
{ 

TrafficLightInfo tls; 
Poco::Timestamp ts; 

 
// encode “timestamp” to nextYellow 

unsigned long long Ts = ts.epochMicroseconds(); 
tls.nextYellow = timestampToNormalizedInt(Ts); 

 
tls.trafficLightId = _packageID; 
tls.currentState = trafficlightState; 

 
// TLSTATE_GREEN = 1 == UNLOADEVENT ( materialLocation ) 
// TLSTATE_YELLOW = 2 == CRUSHER UNLOADEVENT 
// TLSTATE_RED = 3 == LOADEVENT ( materialLocation ) 
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// TLSTATE_RED_YELLOW = 4 == CRUSHER LOADEVENT 
// TLSTATE_UNKNOWN = 5 

 
tls.nextGreen = Util::materialLocationNameToId(ms.name); 

tls.nextRed = ms._materialType ; // encode to enum MaterialType, 0-7 

tls.nextYellowRed = 0; 
tls.latitude = 0.0; 

 
// encode quantity to heading 
tls.heading = ms._currentState->_quantity; 

 
Poco::SharedPtr<CAMSupportInterface> camSender = 

ServiceManager<CAMSupportInterface>::get(); 
if( !camSender ) 

return; // aborting, no CAMSupportService found 
 

camSender->setTrafficLightInfo( tls ); 
_trafficLightInfoList.push_back( tls.trafficLightId ); 
_packageID++; 

} 
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4 Result 

The prototype has successfully been developed and presented to Volvo CE with 

nothing but positive feedback. The initial goals were defined as following. 

 Positioning system: all vehicle/node positions known to all operators 

 Calculate how much material is dumped on a certain location, a quarry 

inventory management system. 

 System operator feedback on when in time there is place to unload material in 

a hopper/crusher. 

The first goal, all vehicle/node positions known to all operators, is achieved since the 

GUI manager handles all nodes that are part of the network and presents them 

graphically on screen in the context of the worksite as shown in figure 25. The 

differentiation between nodes is also marked through the use of the Ego and Friends 

concept where the Ego node will have its node id colored in green and all friend nodes 

have their node id colored in red. The Ego and friends implementation is discussed in 

section 3.6. 

 

Figure 25 - Final version running on the ALIX boards, both nodes presented 
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The second goal, calculate how much material is dumped on a certain location - a 

quarry inventory management system, is achieved through the GUI manager which 

defines the worksite together with Material location objects that holds the current 

material type and quantity. Using states, especially load and unload states, material 

can be moved and tracked between different material locations. Initially a payload 

control algorithm based on CAN bus information was intended but in the end not 

included in this thesis work, this topic is discussed in section 5.7. 

The third goal, system operator feedback on when in time there is a place to unload 

material in a hopper/crusher, is achieved through the “Time-to-available crusher 

component” that visually presents a time estimation on screen to the user as 

discussed in section 3.6 and 3.9.
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5 Discussion 

This chapter will cover reflections on the work, how issues that have sprung up have 

been resolved and why other parts that were initially part of the requirements had to 

be left out etc. 

5.1 Hack “V2V platform” in order to satisfy Qt restrictions 

The current version of the platform was initially designed to send traffic light 

information between nodes as described in chapter 2.2 and also had a code skeleton 

in the QT GUI Support module that was prepared to handle graphical related code. In 

the normal case when developing graphical applications and using Qt Graphics View 

the framework assumes that the graphical related code is of highest priority and that 

the implementation will be designed on this basis. But this is not true when working 

with a full communication-stack implementation where the entire chain from high 

level graphical applications must coexist together with byte encoding functions that 

handle raw Ethernet frames. High level graphical related code is out of the question 

in the main function where only system architecture is handled. The Qt framework is 

not designed with this in mind and neither is the platform that makes the assumption 

that every independent module will be started from the main thread and then starts 

its own independent POSIX thread. Qt demands that the QApplication object which 

holds the GUI thread must be initialized and started from the main thread of the 

process that the OS provides, the code snippet below illustrates this. 
 

int main() 
{ 

 

 
 
QApplication app(argc,argv); //The QApplication object 
if( _useGUI ) 
{ 

 

 
} 
else 
{ 

 

 
} 
... 

} 

view.show(); 
app.exec(); //starts the GUI thread 

 

 
 
 
while( !shutdown ) 
Poco::Thread::sleep( 100 ); 
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In order to satisfy both the Qt restrictions and still be able to utilize the core design of 

the platform a hack had to be done to the Plugin interface that every module extends. 

The interface is now altered, enabling the main function to pass a reference of GUI 

manager to the QT GUI Support module. Once inside a module, the GUI manager 

object can benefit from everything that the plugin offers in terms of observer 

notifications as discussed in the beginning of section 3.4. Figure 26 shows the altered 

version of the Plugin interface in UML notation. 
 

 
 

Figure 26 - Altered Plugin interface 

 
5.2 Undocumented platform and a different development context 

One of the major challenges working with this platform was that documentation was 

close to non-existing. The very brief high-level description found in appendix B was the 

only documentation of the platform available from VTEC when starting the thesis. 

Since no documentation exists much effort and time must be dedicated to 

understanding the implementation directly from code. Since it is thousands of lines of 

code the “pre- study phase” was entirely dedicated on this task. 

 

During the development it has also become very clear that this was very much a 

research project and not an “up-to-date stable release”. More than once problems 

were discovered and after discussing with the lead developer of the platform, Edvin 

Valtersson at VTEC, the outcome was normally one of three: 

 Receiving a bug fix where they also encountered the same issue and already 

corrected it. 

 Discovering and reporting issues that were not yet known to VTEC. 

 Discovering “dead-end” issues where VTEC had encountered the same issues 

and chosen to redesign/go for an alternative solution. In this case in-house 

solutions were developed due to time constraints of the thesis, there was 

simply not enough time to integrate the newly written code with a newer  
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version of the platform. One example is the timestamp encoding of 

“long long” data type in the CAM message that malfunctions and a solution 

where part of the timestamp is encoded as an integer is used instead. The in-

house solution works, but is only a temporary fix that must be handled 

correctly later on. 

When developing graphical applications, especially real-time with user interaction, the 

development is based on the idea that the application is a graphical implementation 

and nothing else; any low level functionality is handled by the operating system or 

other processes. This is not the case when working with the VTEC platform since the 

entire communication stack is contained in the implementation and it resembles a 

microkernel/operating system itself. The graphical module is only one of many parts 

that make the platform and this is a rather special context of development and 

requires a solid understanding of both the platform and how to integrate the 

graphical framework with the existing architecture. 

5.3 Embedded environment vs. development laptop 

As states earlier the prototype has been developed on a standard performance office 

laptop but the target environment is the ALIX 3D2 LX800 board which is an embedded 

motherboard. An important experience gained from this thesis is that these two 

different environments must be taken into consideration during the development and 

as a programmer one must be cautious on which data types to use and avoid 

computationally heavy function calls. As discussed in section 3.5 the operating system 

that runs on the ALIX board is stored on a Compact Flash card where the system disk 

partition is mounted in read- only mode and all changes that are made during an SSH 

session are stored temporarily in RAM. The ALIX board has 256MB of RAM and even 

though it is sufficient to run a desktop OS such as Ubuntu, in comparison with working 

with a modern laptop where it is not uncommon to have 2-4GB of RAM, 256 it is on 

the low side. Memory related bugs can easily slip by on the development laptop but 

the same code can cause segmentation faults when running on the ALIX board. 

Extensive testing on both platforms is essential in order to catch memory related bugs. 

GNU/Linux comes with a variety of tools and an important one; good for monitoring 

memory consumption is the program Free [17]. Free is a command line interface 

program that can be started with different flags e.g. -m -k etc and prints the total 

amount of available RAM, how much is used at the moment and how much remains 

free to use. Using this tool one can monitor that the processes do not leak memory 

and how much is the standard consumption of the process when working as 

expected. In “standard” operating mode Framework consumes about 11 MB and 
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Communication Router about 9 MB of RAM, if the these numbers differ too much it 

indicates that memory is leaking. 

Memcheck is part of the Valgrind[18] toolbox and is a memory debugger tool used to 

find memory related issues. In the early stage of development when the graphical 

environment was built and the knowledge of Qt framework was limited, memory 

leakage problems caused the application to crash due to segmentation faults. Since 

Framework consist of multiple running threads and the stack-trace indicated different 

sources of problems a memory debugger was needed to track down the bugs. 

Memcheck is a widely recognized tool and running Memcheck on Framework both 

existing and newly produced graphical related bugs were found and corrected. 

5.4 Modification of Simple CAM Sender in Cooperative Support module 

A modification to the SimpleCAMSender object was done in order to create a 

package buffer/history so that each event being broadcasted will be available over 

the network for an extended amount of time. The Simple CAM Sender object 

constantly broadcasts packages containing an array of CAM messages over the 

network, but testing showed that if the total package size exceeds 1300 bytes the 

ASN.1 decoding when receiving the package will fail. 1300 bytes is enough for 25 

CAM messages and using the clearTrafficLightInfo function call this array will be 

emptied, but instead of emptying the entire array a better solution is to only pop the 

oldest/last element in the history. This way a newly created event E1 will be 

broadcasted until 24 more events have been created and E1 will be popped out of 

the history stack. The code snippet below shows how this is implemented. 

void SimpleCAMSender::setTrafficLightInfo( TrafficLightInfo tli ) 
{ 

Poco::Mutex::ScopedLock ls( lock ); 

 
if( trafficLightInfo.size() > 24 ) // keep track of the size here 
{ 

clearTrafficLightInfo(); // make room for a new element 
 

trafficLightInfo[tli.trafficLighId] = tli; // insert new element 
} 

} 
 

void SimpleCAMSender::clearTrafficLightUInfo() 
{ 

std::map<int, TrafficLightInfo>::iterator it = trafficLightInfo.end(); 
it--; 
trafficLightInfo.erase( it ); 

} 
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5.5 Abandon Qt framework and introduce a new process 

The Qt framework had not been used at all when starting this thesis and it is a great 

framework both in terms documentation and easy to find good examples, but also in 

terms of its share size in number of components and complexity. It turned out that 

the standard, and obvious, IDE when working with Qt is the Qt Creator. This is a 

graphical editor that builds on the framework (integrated MOC) and really lets the 

user quickly get started with Qt, but since graphical code is only secondary in the 

VTEC platform the Qt Creator was never considered nor mentioned when receiving 

the platform and starting the thesis. Afterwards looking back the decision to leave Qt 

Creator out of the development was correct since the same functionality is achieved 

by writing .pro files and using qmake and GNU make together with a modified 

Makefile. 

Since using the Qt framework was a new experience the pace of development has 

increased over time. The last month of work was really the peak in terms of 

confidence in usage of Qt components and speed in development. An interesting 

question was raised when presenting the thesis at Volvo CE. 
 

“Did you ever considering abandon Qt and leave the framework restrictions? To 

separate the GUI manager to its own dedicated process where the collision detection 

and all the math is calculated?” 
 
This is indeed a very interesting idea and if the thesis were to be re-done, designing a 

third process entirely dedicated to the GUI manager would absolutely be the option 

to go for. In terms of stability and design it would be much cleaner and also easier to 

isolate problems. All math and back-end related code would be located in this process 

and systems sockets would be use, as it is today between Framework and 

Communication Router, between the GUI manager process and Framework. Qt 

components dedicated to drawing/presenting data on screen would be the only pre- 

existing components used in order to minimize dependency to the Qt framework. 
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5.6 Working close with hardware and the operating system 

Another great learning experience from this thesis is low-level programming and 

operating system scripting in Linux. A full communication stack implementation 

requires that you familiarize with the operating system and driver management; 

especially when problems occur and modifications and reconfiguration of hardware 

must be done on operating system level. A rule of guidance learned from the thesis is 

that there are always issues and unforeseen problems when introducing and 

integrating new hardware. Testing and deadlines must take this into account and not 

underestimate this challenge. One example is when testing the Garmin GPS 18 USB on 

the development laptop the command line program CGPS [19] is used to make sure 

the GPSD daemon makes the connection to the hardware as it should and is able to 

get a GPS fix/lock. The tty [20] of the GPSD daemon differs depending on the existing 

number of USB ports available and this must be configured on the ALIX boards using 

the dpkg-reconfigure tool [21]. The GPSD daemon must be configured to listen to the 

correct USB tty or else no GPS data will be polled. 

Another discovery was that the software system clock running on the operating 

system on the ALIX boards were out of sync and it is a good practice to resynchronize 

them each time when booting the hardware. The date [22] command is a good tool for 

the purpose and by simply matching a valid timestamp against the development 

computer and entering it at the correct time, the synchronization is completed. E.g. 

date -s “2013-09-25 13:45:15”. 

5.7 Payload control algorithm based on CAN bus data 

One of the three initial goals states: 

“Calculate how much material is dumped on a certain location; a quarry inventory 

management system.” 

 

The initial approach of solving this was to use external input from the CAN bus to make 

a payload estimation. CAN stands for Controller area network and is an internal 

network of the vehicle where ECUs communicate with each other. Using a Kvaser [23] 

interface a communication link between CAN and USB connection can be established 

and then the ALIX board would have a working link to the vehicle network. There is a 

constant flow of CAN messages that traffic the bus and each message contain many 

different signals. After a research on payload-control systems and existing algorithms 

used in industrialized wheel loaders today it appears that neither payload control 

systems exist nor the necessary hardware to estimate the bucket load.  
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Since there is no existing solution for payload calculations a strategy was though of 

where the Ls pressure signal was the key to make the estimation. Ls pressure is a signal 

indicating the combined pressure on the lift boom and the bucket, so no isolated 

indicator on only the bucket but still something to work on. The approach which was in 

mind was to investigate if there was a strong correlation between the Ls pressure and 

the current bucket load. At Volvo CE’s test facility there is a scale for weighing vehicles 

and it would be possible to do measurements with different bucket load and varying 

the lift speed on the lifting boom and then read the Ls pressure and the current 

weight. From these experiments it was hoped to find a somewhat linear correlation 

between the Ls pressure and current load in the bucket, but unfortunately there was 

not enough time to do these measurements. Payload control systems is not a trivial 

task and internal proof-of-concept projects has been dedicated to tackle this and it is 

not only a matter of reading a pressure scalar but also the challenge of identifying 

patterns in drive cycles in order to determine when to read pressure data. In 

agreement with tutor Erik Uhlin the decision was made to leave this functionality out 

of the scope of the thesis and instead hardcode the value of how much material is 

being loaded or unloaded at a given time. From a functionality point of view, the GUI 

manager only cares about the availability of the data but not how it is obtained. 

Looking back at the decision of implementing override functionality, it has been 

beneficial and facilitated the testing and debugging since there is no need for the 

Kvaser hardware interface nor CANAlyzer[24] software to simulate CAN messages. 

5.8 Development iterations 
Since the work is a proof of concept a detailed planning of the thesis work was difficult 

when starting as well as time-estimation of backlog items. A major milestone was 

reached once the fundamental architecture of GUI manager was in place which 

handled rendering of the map together with the Ego object with correct mapping 

between GPS and local scene coordinates. After this important milestone three major 

development iterations have been worked through and the GUI manager has been 

redesigned and improved in each iteration. Figure 27 shows the visualization at the 

second of three iterations. In the last development iteration the collision detection 

algorithm was improved but foremost the GUI manager was redesigned so that every 

update on a graphical object was notified from the GUI manager to the to the VCE 

Graphics View using Signals & Slots[8], where all repainting now is done. This is a first 

step on separating back-end focused code from only rendering related function calls, 

as discussed in section 5.5. 
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Figure 27 - Visualization in the second of three development iterations 
 

5.9 Time calculation algorithm for time-to-available crusher 

As stated in section 3.9 the algorithm for calculating the “time to available crusher” is 

not flawless in the current implementation because it does not account for the 

possibility if the crusher reaches zero level quantity between two unloaded events. 

This means that it assumes that the crusher constantly is processing material. What 

must be done is to check if the next unload event happened before the quantity 

reached zero level. The unhandled scenario is illustrated in figure 28. 
 

 
 

Figure 28 - Red marked section marks the case when the crusher reaches zero quantity level 
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The algorithm must be improved in order to determine if the current unloading event 

was received after the previous unloaded event reached zero quantity and this can 

be solved if additional information is encoded into the traffic light info struct. The 

encoding function that maps worksite information to traffic light information, 

described in section 3.12, must be altered so it includes the current quantity at the 

crusher. Using current quantity and the rate of consumption of the crusher, the 

processed time can be calculated as described in equation 4. Comparing the 

timestamp of the next event against the processed time of the previous event the 

algorithm can check whether or not the next unloaded event was created after the 

previous event reached zero. 

 

                     
     

   
 

Equation 4 – Process time of previous unload event      

 

                           

                               

                                      
   

    
 

Previously    was calculated as          

                        

                                                                       

 
But this calculation must be improved in order to cover the scenario illustrated in 
figure 28.    is now defined as following where      function will calculate the 
correct time based on current and previous timestamp information. 

   ∑    

 

 

 

 

     {
                                                                             

                                                                 
 

 
Now the final and previous equation 1 can be altered as described in equation 5. 
 

                                               (∑ 

 

 

  )  ∑      

 

 

 

Equation 5 – Improved algorithm for calculating “already processed material” 

 

This improved algorithm was not implemented and tested in the GUI manager due to 

lack of time, although the theory behind it is completed. 
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5.10 Setbacks 

During the development there have been multiple setbacks and issues to resolve, 

some more severe than others but from each one a new learning experience was 

gained. Still, one of the major setbacks was due to overseeing a crucial detail in the 

official Qt documentation about the QApplication object and handling the GUI 

thread. 

As stated in section 5.8, a main goal was achieved when the GUI manager was able to 

render the map together with Ego and Friend objects with correct positioning. But it 

was also then, when multiple graphical components were introduced that serious bugs 

came to light and occasionally even segmentation faults occurred that crashed the 

application. This was due to a crucial fact about the Qt framework which is also 

outlined it the official documentation. 

“Note that QCoreApplication::exec() must always be called from the main thread (the 

thread that executes main()), not from a QThread. In GUI applications, the main 

thread is also called the GUI thread because it's the only thread that is allowed to 

perform GUI-related operations.”[8] 
 

The initial design and implemented code skeleton had all GUI related code deployed 

inside the QT GUI support module where the QApplication object existed within a 

Poco SharedPtr [4]. The exec function call of QApplication was made inside an 

independent Poco Thread [4] that was started in runlevel 5; not in any way inside the 

main function of the process. Due to this design error segmentation faults could be the 

outcome as well as graphical objects in the scene that randomly did not updated 

correctly. This problem was handled through the Plugin interface hack described in 

section 5.1 

 

Another major setback was the first live demonstration with two wheel loaders at the 

test facility when the GPS positioning algorithm was tested. When preparing all the 

hardware inside the wheel loader the unmindful mistake of connecting the ALIX 

board to 24 V instead of 12V power supply was made. The operating system is stored 

on the Compact Flash card and has its LAN network interface configured to the MAC 

address of the current motherboard. As a result of the mistake the network 

interfaces hade to be reconfigured otherwise an SSH session login was not possible. 

This problem was solved by using an external memory card reader and mounting the 

file system in order to manually re-configure the 70- persistent-net.rules file located 

in /etc/udev/rules.d [25]. 
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6 Further work 

This chapter will summarize some recommendations of key features that are subject 

for continued development. 

 
First off, the overall documentation of the platform is really something that must be 

improved in order to share knowledge and to avoid that every new developer must 

dedicate weeks on studying and understanding the platform from code. Also make 

sure everyone involved has access to the latest release of the platform by using a 

shared Git/SVN repository for all active developers. Also a shared FAQ where active 

developers can post “good-to-know” tricks for both the platform but also Linux in 

general e.g. when starting processes through an SSH session you must run it as a 

background process using the & operator and then use disown [26] command to 

make sure the kernel do not interrupt the process once the SSH session is closed. This 

problem was encountered at a live demonstration at the test facility and could easily 

been avoided if only knowledge was shared from start. 

 

An interesting idea of how to improve the graphics was the “radar animation”. In the 

current implementation collision is marked by changing the brush style of the 

colliding object from solid to cross pattern but an alternative could be instead of 

changing brush styles trigger a simple radar animation on the material location 

object. The main idea is to utilize the QConicalGradient [8] component, shown in 

figure 29, and setting the alpha channel of one of the colors to zero one and then 

change the angle repeatedly and by that “animate” the gradient. If this animation 

does not put the GUI manager under too much stress it would have been a fine detail 

of the visualization.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29 - QConicalGradient component [8] 
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One important feature that was left out due to lack of time was the scenario when an 

unload event occurs at a location that is not under an existing material location. In 

order words, the functionality to let the user create new material locations while 

running the application and also removing a material location from the scene when 

the current quantity at the material location reaches zero. Modifications must be 

done in the collision detection loop and also in the encoding and decoding of 

worksite event information to traffic light information struct where the type of 

material must be taken into consideration. These two features require both time for 

development and thorough testing since it is not only local information but data that 

is encoded/decoded and broadcasted over the network. The crusher can also be 

improved by implementing more accurate distribution models of how the material is 

distributed to its connected material locations. In the current implementation the 

quantity of the unload event is simply divided on the number of connected material 

locations, uniform distribution. 

 

A question and proposal raised during the presentation was another zoomed in view- 

mode with a close up of the wheel loader and the map panning along as it moved 

instead of having the view of the entire worksite. This was never considered during 

the development but is an interesting proposal but then a high resolution picture is 

needed if zoom functionality is introduced. The resolution of the pictures used as 

static bitmaps is only 800 by 480 pixels. Zooming is also closely related to user 

interaction through the touch screen and unfortunately there was not enough time 

to get the driver working on the embedded platform and integrate its functionality in 

the GUI manager. Otherwise touch-functionality would really lift the overall user 

experience when working with the application. 

 

Another interesting use of the visualization is to track the material leaving the quarry 

by using dedicated drop spots that could be defined as a material location with GPS 

positioning and a radius for collision detection. If an unload event happens inside the 

drop spot radius one can make the assumption that this material is leaving the 

quarry. 

 

Finally two major unresolved issues that came with this version of the platform must 

be corrected. The first one is that Geo Routed messages are unusable because of 

unsuccessful ASN.1 decoding. The description in appendix B clearly states: 

“Communication Router: 

Supports sending and receiving of topological addressed and geo-routed messages.” 
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A Geo-routed message comes with a Transport Addressing Area which is defined by a 

center GPS position and a radius, forming a circle. Every node that receives this 

message will check if it is within this area and only then accept the message. This 

would be a perfect match for a quarry scenario when the worksite could be defined 

through the addressing component and all nodes working at the site would receive 

the message. Since this message type is unavailable, topological messages are used 

and they are defined in terms of how many hops between nodes the message will 

travel before discarded. The second issue is the ASN.1 encoding of timestamps/long 

long data type that is not working. A temporary workaround solution with integers is 

now used instead but this really is a crucial component when working with time 

based calculations as integers only have a resolution of 2¹⁶ -1 and cannot be 

compared in terms of precision with a long long [27] that have the resolution of 2⁶⁴-

1. 
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ALIX 3D2 System Board - LX800 
 

 

Custom made power supply connector with 12V car adapter socket 
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MIMO UM-720F screen running the application 
 

 

Garmin GPS 18 USB 
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Mobilemark ECOM6-5500 antenna 
 

 
 

A complete hardware setup, represents one node within the network. 
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VTEC V2V platform description – Implemented on the ALIX board 
Background: 

The V2V platform was initially developed for the COSMO project. It has since been used in a 

number of other projects (interactive, DRIVE-C2X). 

 
Description: 

The V2V platform is a custom implementation of the ETSI communication stack partly based on 

open source for the lower layer Linux drivers. 

The software has been designed to be flexible and modular where facilities and application can be 

included or excluded from the system without having to recompile software. 

All the software is implemented in C/C++ to reduce the memory and CPU footprint. 

The software platform contains the following components: 

· 802.11p wifi card GNU/Linux driver 

o Open source modification of the standard, well tested, ath5k driver. 

· CommunicationRouter 

o Implements the network and transport layer of the ETSI stack. 

o Supports sending and receiving of topological addressed and geo-routed messages. 

· Framework 

o A runtime environment for the facility and application components. 

· Facilities 

o Standard facilities exists for 

§ Positioning, using either NMEA files for bench testing or the GPSD 

daemon with a GPS receiver. 

§ Map-matching, using map databases from openstreetmap.org, 

§  V2V-communication, the interface to the network and transport layer 

(CommunicationRouter) 

§  CAM/DENM, implements the sending and receiving of CAM and DENM 

messages. (Including asn.1 encoding/decoding) 

§ Vehicle integration, reading the vehicle networks (J1587/J1939) using 

either the custom TGW software (from the semiFOT project) or using a 

standard can interface (kvaser/peak tested so far). 

§ Logging, data will be logged over internet (3G) to a back-office. 

· Application 

o There are some support application that can be used to ease debugging 

§ Map monitor, the current position of the vehicle and the positions of all 

known RSUs and Vehicles are displayed on a map. 

§  Network tester, displays the current status of the incoming V2V messages. 

Which other nodes we are in contact with and when we last received a 

message from the nodes. 

Advantages: 

Making modifications or adding support for addition hardware is possible since all the code is 

either open source or owned by Volvo and not a third party supplier. 

System is very flexible to tailor it to the needs of the user and the requirements of the hardware. 

Hardware: 

The main component of the hardware platform is the communication unit. It can be any x86 

compatible computer with an Atheroes 5XXX based wifi card running GNU/Linux. 

In the COSMO and interactive projects alixboards were used. 

The COSMO hardware had 802.11p, 3G and GPS capabilities installed in the same unit.  (AMD 

Geode 500MHz CPU) 

A 7” touchscreen display is connected over USB for the HMI.” 


